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Left, Spitzer-IRAC [3.6] observations for target we named SMC-XAGB-1 (originally observed by us in Cycle 9) spanning 10+ years.  Observations include 3 cycles of Warm Spitzer observations, S3MC, SMC-SAGE, 
and serendipitous observations of this target.  Center, a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) analysis of the period for this target, performed VStar (Benn 2012; and see https://www.aavso.org/vstar) software, 
made available by the American Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO).  The most power is located at a frequency of approximately 0.0025 day-1, or a period of P ~ 400 days.  Right, a phase diagram for 
the light curve at left has been constructed, assuming the P ~ 400 day period, with the phase repeated for 2 cycles, to aid the eye.  The simple sine curve provides a decent fit to the data.

Abstract
The asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars with the reddest 

colors have the largest amounts of circumstellar dust, which in turn 
suggests extremely high mass-loss rates.  AGB stars vary in their 
brightness, and studies show that the reddest AGB stars tend to have 
longer periods than other AGB stars and are more likely to be 
fundamental mode pulsators.  Such dusty AGB stars are difficult to 
study, as their colors are so red due to their copious amounts of 
circumstellar dust that they are often not detected at optical 
wavelengths.  Therefore, they must be observed at infrared 
wavelengths to explore their variability.  Using the Spitzer Space 
Telescope, my team and I have observed a sample of very dusty AGB 
stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) and Small Magellanic
Cloud (SMC) during the Warm Spitzer mission.  For each cycle, we 
typically observed a set of AGB stars at both 3.6 and 4.5 microns 
wavelength approximately monthly for most of a year.  These 
observations reveal a wide range of variability properties.  We 
present results from our analysis of the data obtained from these 
Spitzer variability programs, including light curve analyses and 
comparison to period-luminosity diagrams.  Potentially the most 
interesting set of stars we observed is the sample of 13 stars from the 
LMC included in the set of so-called Extremely Red Objects (EROs) 
that were studied by Gruendl et al (2008, ApJ, 688, L9), who 
determined these carbon stars to have among the highest mass-loss 
rates of the LMC’s carbon-rich AGB star population.  Paradoxically, 
we found most of these stars to have little to no variability, perhaps 
suggesting these stars are reaching or have just reached the end of the 
AGB phase of their lives.  We are also exploring the possibility of 
supplementing the light curves of all of our sample stars with multi-
epoch photometry from the WISE mission.

Discussion and Outlook
The samples chosen for observation in Spitzer cycles 9-12 were, for the most part, very red (and hence very dusty) AGB stars, and it was expected that most would show significant variability - high amplitudes of 
variation and longer periods.  For the most part, this was true, except that the Gruendl et al (2008) sample, constituting the reddest and dustiest AGB stars in the LMC, were, for the most part, hardly variable at all.  
This behavior, plus their positions on the CMD and CCD, suggests they may be near or at the end of the AGB phase of their lives and may be becoming post-AGB stars.  These results are currently being written in 
a manuscript.  Future plans include monitoring a larger sample of the reddest extreme AGB candidate population, to look for additional non-variable extremely dusty stars.  Such observations may yield new 
insights on the transition from the AGB to the post-AGB phase of stars’ lives and how AGB stars contribute mass as part of the life cycle of matter in their host galaxies.

Warm Spitzer Observations
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Spitzer-IRAC measurements were obtained about once 
per month in Cycles 9-12.  Cycle 9 (pid 90219) targets 
were from Gruendl et al (2008) and Vijh et al (2009), and 
Cycle 10 (pid 10154) targets were Gruendl et al (2008) 
and SMC follow-up targets.  Cycle 11 (pid 11163) targets 
were Far-infrared (FIR) bright SMC AGB stars from 
Polsdofer et al (2015), 1 SMC globular cluster AGB star 
(Tanabé et al 1997; Nishida et al 2000), and 20 SMC AGB 
stars from Ita (2005).  Cycle 12 (pid 12097) targets 
included AGB and RSG stars detected by Herschel (Jones 
et al 2015), an SMC OH/IR candidate (Polsdofer et al 
2015), optically-obscured AGB stars missing from optical 
surveys (Gruendl et al 2008; Riebel et al 2015; Srinivasan 
et al 2016) and others from Vijh et al (2009).
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Background
• Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC; 50 kpc, Schaefer 2008) and Small Magellanic

Cloud (SMC ; 60 kc, Szewczyk et al 2009) are nearby galaxies with many 
AGB stars

• Mean metallicity: (Dufour et al. 1982; Asplund et al. 2004)
• LMC: Z ~ 0.5 Z¤

• SMC: Z ~ 0.2 Z¤

• Low extinction to both galaxies
• Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) phase: next-to-last phase of a star’s life, star 

expels own material, dust forms in outflow
• Wood et al (1999) found multiple period-luminosity (PL) sequences for LMC 

stars from MACHO data
• Miras on Sequence 1 – fundamental mode pulsation
• Earlier AGB overtone pulsation: Sequences 2, 3, and 4

• See also Groenewegen (2004) OGLE study; Fraser et al (2005); Fraser et al (2008)
• Riebel et al (2010) find extreme AGB stars have longest periods on Sequence 1 

and are brightest in mid-infrared on Sequence 1
• These variability studies conducted in optical/NIR

Left, three light curves for sources from the Gruendl et al (2008) sample, illustrating the range of variability behavior amongst this sample.  Only 3 of the 13 Gruendl et al (2008) stars were found to have significant 
variability, and the light curves of two are shown on this plot.  The middle light curve, belonging to GRUENDL 050343.02-664456.7, shows little to no significant variability, and this lack of significant variability is 
seen for 10 of the stars in the Gruendl et al sample.  Middle, a color-magnitude diagram (CMD) for evolved stars in the LMC, similar to a plot by Sloan et al (2016).  Green points are oxygen-rich (O-rich) AGB 
candidates, cyan is C-rich AGB candidates, magenta is red supergiants, and black is extreme AGB star candidates.  The 3 red and blue points are the Gruendl et al sources showing variability, while the 10 blue 
points are Gruendl et al sources showing little to no significant variability.  Right, a color-color diagram (CCD) for the same sample, with the same plotting style.  Notice that in both CMD and CCD, the variable 
Gruendl sources are closer to the main body of the extreme AGB population, while the non-variable Gruendl et al sources are further away, almost appearing to peel away at the same [4.5] magnitude and [5.8]-
[8.0] color but move to bluer [3.6]-[4.5] colors.
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Left, DFT generated by VStar for a different SMC target using only its [4.5] Spitzer-IRAC photometry, showing that sine curves of many periods can fit the data.  Center, DFT generated by VStar for the same SMC 
target but including photometry computed from equations transforming WISE (Wright et al 2010; Mainzer et al 2011) photometry to Spitzer-IRAC [4.5] magnitudes.  The additional WISE photometry transformed to 
Spitzer photometry reveals that the curve with a period of P ~ 576 days.  Right, the light curve for this source.  The orange open circles show the Spitzer photometry, the black filled circles are the Spitzer and 
(transformed) WISE photometry, and the green curve is the best-fit model curve with period P ~ 576 days determined by the DFT analysis performed using VStar.  The transformation equations were determined by 
adapting procedures developed by Carpenter (2001) and Kučinskas et al (2008) for transforming between 2MASS and other photometric systems to transforming between WISE and Spitzer-IRAC.  We determined 
these transformation equations by fitting data with uncertainties in both x- and y-directions using the procedures developed by York (1966) and further clarified by Reed (1989) and Reed (1990 erratum).


